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Completed by immigration office

Received on:
Submitted by:
Authorisation submitted on:
Accepted by:
Date of appointment:

Application for a change of conditions
Holder of the
Settlement permit
Suspension of deportation

Residence permit

Temporary residence permit

1. Application
Surname, previous names if applicable
Forename(s)
Date of birth
Nationality

Sex

Male

Female

Place of birth (town, country)
Previous nationalities

Address

2. Reasons

Additional information if seeking an amendment to special conditions for students
I am in my _________________ semester at university and expect to complete
my course of study on ______________________
I submit documentary evidence/confirmation on the back for nos. 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 and have explained
the specific reasons in detail in section 2.
Additional information if seeking to become self-employed
I would like to open a business with the following aim:
The business is located/under construction in:
(Precise details of building, street and town)

I duly submit documentary evidence/confirmation on the back.

I confirm that all the information I have given above is accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
I am aware that false or unfounded information constitutes grounds for the withdrawal of the residence title.
Criminal charges may also be brought.

Place, date

Signature

Appendices to the application
1. Confirmation by the
company

I certify that the person named overleaf is employed by me in accordance with the
amended conditions and has a
Permanent contract
Temporary contract
working ________ hours a week as ________________________________

Comments:

Place, date
2. Confirmation by the
university

Signature/stamp with address
With regard to the person named overleaf, we hereby certify that
The intended activity is not expected to have a negative impact on the duration
of the course of study and graduation in due form.
The activity serves the purpose of the course of study, because

Comments:

Place, date

Signature/stamp

3. Written confirmation by the house
owner/landlord or preliminary contract

7. References from companies with whom
there are plans to cooperate

4. Semester certificate

8. Report by a professional association

5. Confirmation of work permit if available

9. Report by the Office of Trade (Gewerbeamt)

6. Notice to discontinue social benefits

Please also bring with you:

Payment to cover the fee of €30

